
Explain 
 

 

 
 

DESCRIPTION 

Set out purposes or reasons – say why or how. 

 

TYPICAL TARIFF 

• 2 marks 

• 3 marks 

• 4 marks 

• 6 marks 

• 9 marks 

 
 
 

TYPICAL AO 

AO1 and AO2 – demonstrate knowledge and 

understanding. 

AO3 – application of knowledge and/or 
evaluation. 

AO4 – geographical and fieldwork skills. 
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COMMAND(s) 

 

Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

EXAMPLES 
 

 

Explain how either 

international hardwood 

agreements or selective 

logging can encourage the 

sustainable management 

of tropical rainforests. 
[2 marks, AO2] 2018 

Feature Z labelled on 

Figure 11 is a spit. Explain 

the formation of a spit. 
[4 marks, AO1 and AO2] 

SAMs 3 

Explain how the increasing 

use of fossil fuels and 

changes in agriculture may 

have contributed to global 

changes in temperature. 

[4 marks, AO1 and AO2] 

2018 

Using a case study of a LIC 

or NEE country, explain the 

link between Transnational 

box Corporations (TNCs) 

and industrial development 

in the country. [6 marks, 

AO1 and AO2] 2018 

Explain how regeneration 

can help to solve urban 

problems. Use Figure 4 and 

your own understanding. 
[4 marks, AO2 and AO3] 

2019 

Do you think that the 

proposed reservoir 

development should 

go ahead? Yes or No? 

Use evidence from the 

resources booklet and 

your own understanding 

to explain your choice. 
[9 marks, AO3 and AO4] 

2018 

Explain how one data 

presentation technique used 

in your human geography 

enquiry helped you to 

interpret the data. 
[6 marks, AO3] 2018 

Explain why the chosen 

location was suitable for the 

collection of data. 
[2 marks, AO3] 2018 
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GET TO GRIPS WITH GCSE GEOGRAPHY 
COMMAND WORDS 



 

 
Students should: 

• understand that ‘explain’ is one of the most common command words and used in many 

different ways 

• refer back to the question in answers using words from the question 

• use key geographical terms 

• look for how many elements the question has and address them 

• cover ‘why’, ‘what’ and ‘how’ to develop answers and evaluate where appropriate 

• make explicit references to the figure if there's one eg, 'I can see... in Figure 1... which shows 

that...' 

• extend ideas with phrases like ‘because…’, ‘this leads to…’, ‘this means that…’. 

 

 

TIPS FOR SUCCESS 
 

 
 

EXAMPLE RESPONSE 

Explain how the increasing use of fossil fuels and changes in agriculture may have contributed to 

global changes in temperature. 

[4 marks] 
 

 
AO1 – Demonstrating clear knowledge of the human factors identified in question and knowledge of  

climate change. 

AO2 – Demonstrating developed understanding of how the human factors in the question have led to  

climate change. 
 

L2/4-mark answer: 

Increased burning of fossil fuels by combustion  

release greenhouse gases into the atmosphere  

such as CO2, increasing the greenhouse effect  

as these gases deflect the short wavelength  

radiation trying so escape the earth’s atmosphere  

leading to increased levels of energy and an  

increase in temperature. Increase in agriculture  

such as cattle farming leads to global warming  

as cattle produces methane (another greenhouse  

gas) as a waste product so more cattle means  

more greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, so  

less energy is dissipated out of the earth, leading  

to an increase in global temperature. 

Examiner’s commentary: 

Both elements of question considered. Clear 

developed explanations with link to greenhouse 

effect. Shows strong knowledge (AO1) and clear 

understanding (AO2). Level 2: 4 marks. 
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GET TO GRIPS WITH GCSE GEOGRAPHY 
COMMAND WORDS 

 
 
 
 
 

Do you think that the proposed reservoir development should go ahead? Yes or No? Use 

evidence from the resources booklet and your own understanding to explain your choice. 

[9 marks] 2018 
 

 

The focus is on the application of knowledge and understanding to the resource material, with 

emphasis on making a judgement and coming to a decision based on a range of evidence (AO3). 

AO4 is about communicating findings, relating to the idea of drawing conclusions from a number of 

different sources. 

 
 

Evidence 

Explanation 

Clear decision 

L3/9 marks (+3 SPaG) answer: 

I don’t think that the proposed reservoir development should go ahead due to the disadvantages  

outweighing the advantages. First, as stated in Figure 3 (page 7), the proposed reservoir development 

has potentially serious environmental and social impacts. It is said that it ‘will destroy natural  

habitats’ including deciduous woodlands, and it will be constructed using unwelcome ‘20 metre (tall)  

embankments’. The obtrusive nature of the project would affect the environment and the people living  

nearby who will have views of the area changed in a negative way. However it also has positive and 

negative economic impacts. It will cost a lot to construct, some estimates are as high as £1 billion 

increasing water costs for people. Thames Water said (in Figure 3 page 6) that ‘…reducing water  

leakage….is unlikely to solve the problem (of water stress)…’. This means that the reservoir will be  

needed to avoid economic impacts of water stress such as crops failing, factories not having enough  

water to operate and some businesses that rely on water (hotels, catering, laundries) struggling at  

times. Overall this shows that the reservoir has impacts that are social, economic and environmental. 

As shown in Figure 1 page 2, water stress near Abingdon is at a serious level as the area has such low  

rainfall (only 500-749mm per annum) so if the reservoir was to go ahead the level of water stress in this  

region would be reduced. In conclusion there is a possibility that the reservoir development could go 

ahead and bring benefits to parts of the country but I think that the disadvantages are too great and so  

the plan should not go ahead. 

 
Examiner’s commentary: 

This response starts with the decision that the reservoir should not be constructed. Excellent use is 

made of resource evidence to support the points being made. There is a discussion of both sides of the 

issue and a conclusion has been provided. Level 3 – 9 marks. SPaG = 3. 
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